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Abstract. This paper is a contribution to the study of some rational transductions of finite image. 
We analyze the relationship between polynomially bounded ratic 7 11 tran,ductions, cyclic rational 
transductions of finite image and polynomials of rational functions. 
ntroduetion 
The notion of rational transductions, introduced by Elgot and Mezei [3], led to 
numerous works and turned out to be an important tool in the theory of languages. 
The characterization of rational transductions, established by Nivzt [5], in terms of 
bimorphisms, is still considered as fundamental. The results on the tool and its uses 
have bl2en synthesized by Bzrstel [l]. 
We shall further Schiitzenberger’s approach [6]: the stud;. of rational transductions 
-c G-:+La ;w-mcl.*, :‘%a t-lQt;nnchin hPtwPen the number of elements in the image of a VI IllllLL 1111LL6b, 8. LW .r.ub*vrr”.-_r _ __ _ __ 
word through a aatiolJ transduction and the length of that word. 
We shall call 3 polynomially bounded transduction, a transduction to which a 
polynomial may be associated: the transduction transforms any word into a set of 
words whose m mber is bounded by the polynomial according to the length of that 
starting word. For example, a cyclic rational transduction of finite image whose 
images are included in the free monoid generated by a unique word is a linearly 
bounded transduction. As in [6], we shall only take into account the transductions 
n,f finite imQoe el.ren when the mention finite image is omitted. “A 1. .I.. _ .___ -=_, _ ” 
Schiitzenberger shows that polynomially boutided rational transductions are poly- 
nomials of functional or cyclic rational transductions [6]. 
We shall see that the set of polynomially bcunded rational transductions can also 
osure under composition of linearly bou rational trarns- 
onstrate that the set of olynomiak of rational functions 
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We shall establish the strict inclusion of the set of polynomials of rational functions 
into that of polynomially bounded rational transductions. To that effect, we shall 
show that there exists cyclic rational transductions not belonging to the set of 
polynomials %cf rational functions, thus answering one of Schiitzenberger’s queries. 
We shall finally take an interest in the relationship between compositions of 
morphisms and inverse morphisms on the one hand and polyr,omials of cyclic 
raGona1 functions on the other. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X be a finite alphabet. X* represents the free monoid generated by X. We 
shall use fwl to represent he length of the word WI and lwlx for the number of 
occurrences of the letter x into the word w. The empty word wili be written E. 
Let U, u be two words in X*, the shuffle is defined by 
UUJV= (U’V’U~V~ l ’ l u,v*jn~~,u~,v~~X*,u,-.. un=u and vl- v,,-v). 
The shuffle of two languages LI and LZ is 
L’uJL~= u UUJV. 
UE L, 
VE L2 
Let X, Y be two alphabets. A morphism h from X* into Y* will be alphabetic 
(resp. strictly alphabetic) if X l h is included in Y u (E} (resp. in Y). The projection 
on X* will be written rrx. 
ii (resp. HI,, H,, ) will represent the set of morphisms (resp. alphabetic morphisms, 
strictly alphabetic morphisms); H-’ will represent he set of inverse morphisms. 
We shall often use the two following theorems. 
Theorem 2.1 ( Nivat [ 51). A transduction 7 from X* onto Y* is rational if and only 
if there exists an alphabet 2, a rational language R ,C 2% and two morphisms h and 
g, respecticelJ7 from Z* onto X* and from Z* onto Y*, such that 7 = h-’ 0 n R 0 g. 
If X and Y are two disjoint alphabets, we can then choose the projections 7rx 
and wy as the two morphisms. 
Theorem 2.2 ( Nivat [ 53). kt X and Y be two disjoint alphabets. A transduction T 
from X* onto Y” is rational if and only if there exists a rational language R 5 (X v YI* 
WFh t&?,t 7 -7= vi’ 0 n R 0 WY_ 
The domain of a transductiqn r, written Dam(T), is the set of words u which 
have a non-empty il;i;;g u l T. 
Let 11 7’11 be the cardinalit? of a set T. A transduction 7 from #Y’ onto Y* is of 
finite image (recp. functiordl) if 11 w l 711 is finite (resp. II we I-I/(: I) for all w in X*. 
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If there exists a polynomial P (resp. polynomial of degree 1) such that, for all w 
in X*, 11 w- ~11~ P( I WI), the transduction will be called polynomially bounded (resp. 
linearly bounded). 
We shall sometimes use a property of rational functions derived from the cross- 
section theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 (cross-section theorem [I?]). Let h be a morphism from Z* onto X* and 
R be a rational anguage included in 2”. There exists a rational anguage R’ c R such 
that h is a bijection between R ’ and R l h. 
Using this theorem, we can suppose that a rational function S= h -’ 0 n R 0 g, 
from X* onto Y”, verifies that, for each word u in Dam(f), there exists only one 
word Q! in R such that cya h=u and cy*g=u*J 
Let us now be reminded of the notions needed to define polynomially bounded 
transductions in terms of polynomials of transductions [6]. 
A transduction r from X* onto Y* is cyclic if, for each word u in Dam(T), the 
image u l 7 is included in v* where v is a word in Y*. 
We define the sum C = q + r2 and the product n = r1 x r3 of two rational transduc- 
tions q and a2 by 
A polynomial of transductions is a 
We mair,:j; deal with polynomials of 
suppose each po”lynomia1 of rational 
P Y 
for each w E X*, 
TV) for each w E X*. 
finite sum of finite products of transductions. 
rational functions. Let us notice that we may 
functions to be in the form 
r= 1 n Aj from X” onto Y* 
i-1 j;: 
by completing the mcnomials using a special rational function f defined by E l $ = E 
and, for all w in X+, w l f = 8. 
Exampie 2.4. The transduction r which associates to each word u in X’, the set of 
faciorsF(u)={~~X*~3vl,v2~X*suchthatu= vI rIiv,} is a polynomial of rational 
functions: 
with 
W*f, = E VWEX* and wmf2=w VWE 
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The characterization of polynomially bounded rational transductions established 
by Schiitzenberger states the set of these transductions to be the set of polynomials 
oi cyclic or functional rational transductions. We can also say that it is the closure 
under sum and product of linearly bounded transductions. Indeed, the cyclic or 
functional rational transductions are iinearly hounded and, conversely, a linearly 
bounded rational transduction is a polynomial of cyclic or functional rations1 
transductions. 
Any rational transduction of finite image will give images whose elements’ length 
is linearly bounde according to the length of the starting word. Thus, we can easily 
see that the following proposition holds. 
o&ion 3.1. The set of polynomially bounded rational transductions is closed under 
composition. 
Another way of describing polynomially bounded rational transductions is given 
by the following proposition. 
roposition 3.2. 7%e set of polynomially bounded rational transductions is rhe closure 
under composition of the set of linearly bounded rational transductions. 
roof. Let us be reminded that any !inear!y bounded *Q+’ 1 tr.orx~ril.rrt:r\+r - lur:Onal L1ullauLl~Llull is 
polynomially bounded and that the set of those later transductions remains closed 
under composition. 
A polynomial can be broken up into a finite sum of monomials. Functional or 
cyclic rational transductions being linearly bounded, let us replace the sum and the 
product by a composition of these transdvctioc, usL:g different alphabets. 
Let us consider the sum T, + T2+ l - l G TP of p monomials from X* onto Y*. 
Transcribing the words using different alphabets, we obtain a composition 
P O T’, +* l =O”1’1,* The transduction p transcribes the whole word in p words using 
different alphabets Xi, 1 s i G p. The transduction yjc is linearly bounded. The trans- 
duction TI Teacts as T when using the alphabet Xi and leaves the words u,lchanged 
when dxling with the other alphabets Xk+ i or Y. 
In order to replace the product q x T? x l l l x q of q a 2 transductions, we only 
need to compose the transductions in the following way q( 0 q)q-2 0 S 0 ~10 - 0 - 0 T:, . 
Applied ts :: word w, using any alphabet, the transduction 7 introduces a separstive 
letter in the word. The transduction q is then linearly bounded. The composition 
~(0 -C-2 thus introduces q- 1 separative letter-. The transduction raglqcribes 
each factor, as define by the separative letters, using specific alphabets I<‘< a-J-i& 
1. The transductions TJ are derived from thearansduc- 
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The se:i c&’ rational transductions is equal to the set of compositions of a shu 
with a rational language Z”, where 2 is a finite alphabet, followed by a rational 
function. We shall see t at polynomials of rational functions verify a similar property. 
osia i 3.3. The set of polynomials of rational func!ions is equal to the set of 
compositions of a shufle with a Jinite language followed by a rational function. 
Let us first co sider a polynomial of raticpnal functions from 
where X and Y are disjoint alphabets, 
For each function, there exists a rational language R, s (A’ u V>* such that 
J;j=rX’GnR,o?ry. Let S be the rational language obtained by the concatenation 
of the rational languages R, separated by the letters #,- 
S=lfi #i Ril#i Riz l l l #i R,q 
i=l 
Let f be the rational transduction defined by 
-9 = rrY,,# O 17s 0 Ty. 
We can see that r = IJJ(#~ 11 s i s p) ojI Let us verify that f is a function. 
If f is no+ 2 function, there exists two words LYI and CY~ in #i RiI #i Riz l l * #i Riq C_ S 
such that QI, l my,+ - a2 l wA.,# and q l ~~ f a2 l ny. We then deduct the existence 
0 i‘ t;v0 factors #i olj and #; cyzi in #i Ru such that #i alj l TXu# = #i a2j l TX”# and 
#i alj l ny # #i a2j 0 wy. This contradicts Jj = & 0 n R, 0 ry to be a function. 
Let us rem irk that, should the alphabets not be disjoint, we could use an 
intermediate ;;l habet. The composition of a function and a morphism remains a 
function. 
The set of polynomials of rational functio s being closed under sum (union), we 
shall simply prove that, for a word v E X * and a rational function f from X* onto 
y*, t h- +-ncA1lrtint-t ~1~0 f is 2 polynomial of rational fu 11L Clurli uur..-.__ - ” tions. Let us suppose _ _ 
the alphabets to be disjoint; there exists a rational language G (X u Y)* such that 
f =~~ionRo~y. 
To highlight each occumnce of the 
language R, we mark the letters of v 
e ration38 
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The rational language is a finite union 
i=l i 1 
This function can be broken up in the following way 
D 
Luuq =uw &“,q 0 n(us) i O nY 
i=l 
= i UJu’” T,‘“_lf On Si O 7Ty 
i=l 
Indeed, for each word w in the image of u through the polynomial, there exists 
arnisuchthat,forsomewords~jESii,((Yo*=.(Yy).~~=Uand(ato**=a,)*~y=~. 
We can then see that cuoljlcq - l l i&as E S and aou,q l l l D~CU, E R. We deduct that 
WE(UWU) -,f: 
Conversely, if w belongs to ( ULUV) 0 J there exists a word aoq (x1 l l - U~CY~ E R such 
that(ao-=~a$~~x=uand(cuo~~~cu,)=ny= w. Thus, there exists an i such that, 
q)u,cu, l l l ii+zq E Si and, more precisely, aj E Sii , for 0 s j d q. 
All Jj are obviously functions. 
Should the alphabets X and Y not be disjoint, 1-t -1~ -- - L*- lbLu3 uJ\, ull ~8kdXie IOC~ alp laueL din+- -*-F- * 
F and a morphism h from v” onto Y* which deletes the marking 
llJU”f= i fiJj ‘h=i fi (Jj’h). ( ) 0 i=l j-0 i-1 j=O 
Tile set of compositions of a rational function followed by a shujle with 
a finite language is included in the set of compositions ofa shufle with a finite language 
followed by a rational function. 
roof. Because of the previous proposition and since the set of polynomials of 
rational functions is closed under sum (union), we can assume that the finite language 
contains only one element. 
Let u belong to Z* and S be a rational function from X* onto Y*. If we suppose 
t the alphabets X9 Y and Z are disjoint, there exists a 
u Y)* such that f = vi’ 00 R 0 ny. Furthermore let us 
verifies the prop y inducted by Theorem 2.3: there exists 
and the domain 
Since f is a rational function, the e exists I& EN such t 
ra;ional language R c 
choose R such that it 
a bijection between R 
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Let B=U~L~ B; with Bi = (F(U)\{ E}) x (I}. Let q be the projection on the first 
comgonent.LeOF,={(v,,d,),(u,,62),...,(U,,d,)EB*Iv=u,*.*v,,};Fobeingthe 




L I&)++ l * (l$+s)Yi+’ 
‘, . 
There exists a rational bijection 8 between A and (F(U) Yjs k which, 
to u = E, associates u l g = E and, to u = &,/3, l l l piC, associates u 0 g = 
(&) - iji)C, * * l (/3j l $L!. 
Let us construct a rational bijection p between R’ = A(XA)* n f RurF,) and 
(F(v)Y)‘~(X(F(V)Y)““)*~(RUJV) which to u=u0x,u,x2~~ 
l w4l, associates 
U l q = (I.40 l g)x,tu! ’ a) l l l &hl l g)* 
Itisclearthatf~t=u~=~F~o &+‘on R’oq- rTTyUz . The rational language R verify- 
ing the property inducted by the Theorem 2.3, 7~;’ 0 n R’ is a function. 
Should the alphabets not be disjoint, using intermediate alphabets and a morphism 
to restitute the original alphabets would not modify the result. Cl 
The composition of two shuffles with finite languages is a new shuffle with a finite 
language. Thus, using the two previous results, we obtain the following. 
reposition 3.5. The set ofpolynomials of rationalfunctions is closed under composition. 
We shall continue our study by demonstrating the following result: the set of 
polynomials of rational functions is strictly included in the set of polynomially 
bounded rational transductions. Indeed, the cyclic rational transduction of finite 
image r,, as described in Fig. 1, does not bF;lv..a __ ~nno to the set of polynomials of rational 
functions. This answers one of Schiitzei,berger’s queries [6]. 
Y/F 3 ula 
Y/E v/a 
Fig. 1. TV :X* = {x, y}*+ a*; TV = ni’ 0 n R 0 T, with R = (x(,a)++xy+)*. 
Our purpose is to point out the connection between the polynomial of rational 
functions, should the transduction r, be one, and the domain of its functions. If 
the transduction T, belongs to the set of polynomials of rational functions, we may 
choose fiiiicrions whose domains are i 
reckoning shows that the poiynomial gives an insufficient image o 
the domain. 
In order to prove that we may choose ctions wit 
help of the following pro erties of rational functions. 
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Property 3.6 enables us to characterize the rational functions from y* onto a* 
(cf. [2] exercise 1X.8.1). 
n R 0 q, be a rational function from y* onto a*, y and iz 
being two letters. We may choose the rational language R such that R is a#nite union 
of rational languages uv”, with u, v E (y, a)*. 
In this case, the function f is a finite sum of products& x~& attained by separatiug 
R into R,j = r+ and R2j = VT. Conversely, when the rational languages are =tl 
and R2 = v*, we can reunite the product f1 x f2 to obtain a unique function. t us 
notice also that, when .fi and f2 are functions from y* onto a*, the product f, x fi 
is equal to _f* x fi . 
Let us state a few properties which will enable us, under certain conditions, to 
pass from a product of functions to a function, and vice versa. 
roperty 3.7. Let f, and fi be two (rational) functions from X* onto Y*. Let x be a 
letter in X. If Dom(f,) c X*x and Dom( fi) z (X\(x))*, the product fi x f2 is a 
( rational) function. 
roperty 3.8. Let f be a (rational) function from X* onto Y* such that Dom(<f) E 
(X\{x})*xX*. Then f is a finite sum c$ products of (rational) functions hi x gi with 
Dom(hi) G (X\(X))* and Dom(gi) c XX*. 
roperty 3.9. Let f be a (rutional) function from X* onto Y* such that Dom( f) G 
x*x(x\(x))*. 7% en f is a finite sum of products of (rational) -functions gi x hi with 
Dom(gi) c X*X and IJam 5 (X\(X))*. 
The two following properties concern our example r,. 
l l x fp be a monomial of rational functions such that, for each 
w E (x, y)*, w l (j; x l l l x f,) c_ w 9 7,. If Dam(J) E y* and Dom(J+,) c y*, the prod- 
uct fi’ X.A,l is a jinite sum of rational functions. 
Let us take h = 7~;’ 0 nRi 0 7~~ and jj+, = rri’ 0 n Ri+lo r/r,. Using 
3.6 and the remarks which follow it, we deduct that we only have to solve 
VT and Ri+l= VT+, . 
It is clear that lvily =O implies Iuila =O and thus J XL+, =A+, is a function. The 
same reasoning can apply when 1 Vi+ 1l.v = 8. 
Since the two projections are not the empty word, we shr.rw that 
lvilu _ IS+ Iln 
lvily lVi+Ily* 
Lef pIs cqq=jp-B *kc.- i’ - 3b rlrd~ m equality does not hold: for example 
lvilu, lvii lla 
(uil? Iv, + A’ 
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We can find in the domain of the monomial, a word CY = (Y, pa2 with a factor p = p, pz 
which will be modified either by J;- or by A+, . In particular, we can transform either 
(PI l MFz *A+,) or* (P,Pz YO(E =A+,). A ssuming n = ILY~CQ~ ,, to bc the number of 
letters y in the rest of the word cy. VVe shall choose a big enough factor p so as to 
imply the following contradiction in the transformation (pl l A)& l J+l). The length 
IpI l Al is bigger than pz, thus the block of y including p is transformed as a whole 
into letters a. Yet the difference between I(& & $)(E l j+J and I#, $)@I2 l A+,)I, 
i.e. the difference between two words in the image of cy, is bigger than n and so 
implies the deletion of that block. We could verify that /3, = p2 = Y’“, with m = 
I Uil,, x I Ui+ II\’ x (II + I), satisfy the conditions. 
Since the equality holds, the product A xJ+~ is a function. Cl 
roperty 3.11. Let O, be er polynomial of rational functions such that, for each 
w E {x9 u1*, the inclusion w l a, c w 9 r, holds. There exists an equivalent polynomial 
of rational functions in which each function has a domain included in (xv+)*. 
roof. Dealing with functions *.~hase didmains are not included in (xy’)“‘, we shall 
split and reassemble those functions using the previous properties. Applying one 
of tlriX2 _ properties will give us an equivalent polynomial. 
Let us consider such a function J. If its domain Dom(f;) is included in y*, then 
let us choose hi =.J ; if not, Property 3.8 will enable us to split Jr: as the union of 
hi x gi with DoT(hi) G _I**? Dom(gi) C_ (XV*)‘. If Dom&) is included in y*, we can 
take hi-1 =J-1 ; if not, Property 3.9 applies to jJ+ which thus becomes a union of 
gi-1 X hi-1 with l)om(gi_l) C_ (Y*x)‘, Dom(hi_1) G y”. Property 3.10 will enable US to 
reassemble each product hi- 1 x hi as a sum of functions Jr :._, . Finally, using Property 
3.79 gi-* X FI , can be transformed into g:_, . 
We have thus replaced a monomial wirh a polynomial whose ith functions have 
a domain included in (xy*)*. If we thus proceed with all functions, we will obtain 
a polynomial such that the domain of each of its functions is include 
As the doman, of TV is (xv’)*, the domain of each function is included i 
3.12. The set of polynomials of rational functions is strictly included in the 
polynomiallv bounded rational transductions. 
. The transduction r, is polynomially bounded. Let us suppose that it is a 
polynomial oa of rational functions. Then, according to Property 3.1 I, we may 
choose this polynomial such that each function has its do 
Let q be th.e maximum 
number of monomials. 
xyi(~xyil l l l xyir resulting 
r+9-I 
PC . This contradicts 
in its image u’ * a-,. 0 
number of functions use 
the number of 
erent words of t 
the fact that the wor 1 
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Thus the difference between cyclic rational transductions, polynomials of rational 
functions and polynomially bounded rational transductions is established. 
The counterexample 7, is a decreasing starry transduction: Thus, using the 
characterization of [4], it belongs to -’ 0 Let us then examine compositions 
of morphisms and i 
A counterexampl can be found. Indeed, morphisms are functions 
and the set of nolvnomials of rational functions 
Thus, should Lll cyclic rational transductions in 
closed under composition. 
be polynomials of rational 
functions, then it would also be true of cyclic rational transductions in 
3. There exists cyclic rational transductions of,fjnite image in 
which are not polynomials of rational functions. 
We can give an example of such a transduction belonging to 
our results in [7], we can claim that the transduction rb, as described in Fig. 2, is 
not a polynomial of rational functions. 
z a / z/ aa 
Fig. 2. r::X*={x,y,z)“+a*; T:=n&‘on R’ov, with R’= (xaa(yaa)*zaa+xaa(_w)*zn)*. 
Let us define the morphism f from {x, y, z}” onto {a, O)* and the morphisms g 
and h from (8, , &, S3, a, p}* onto {a, b}” by 
.xa f =a’b, 6, l h = a2b, 8,.g=a, 
y-p &?z&, Cr; l h = a’, S2 l g = a, 
z l f = ab2ab2a2, S3 9 h = ba2, S3 9 g = a, 
a! l Cl = ab2ab2, cy-g=a, 
/3 8 h = bab, P*g=a. 
We obtain 7: = f 0 h-’ 0 g. Tku, should the composition h-’ 0 g belong to the set 
of polynomials of rational functions, then it would also be true of 7:. 
Let us notice that cyclic rational transductions of finite image in -’ are 
functions. 
Let us conclude our study with the case of cyclic rational transductions belonging 
du tions of finite imagq if a cyclic 
we can then find an equivalent transduction 
siti 
-’ 0 (I 
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Every *finite cyclic substitution belongs to the set of polynomials of 
cyclic rational functions. 
roof. If u is a finite cyclic substitution from X* onto the free monoid generated 
by a unique word v, the image of every letter in X is a finite subset of v*. We shall 
analyze this substitution as the composition of a substitution from X* onto a*, 
where a E! X, followed by a morphism (function) which transforms the letter a into 
the word v. 
Let pi be the cardinality of the image of the letter Xi through the substitution a. 
Let us define g(Xi) = { wii E a* 11 sj 4 pi}- Since each wij belongs to a*, the order of 
the transformation of the letters xi does not matter, but what is most important is 
the number of Xi transformed in a given wO. 
Let n be the cardinolity of X. The substitution CT is equivalent to a composition 
of substitutions Ti on a single letter Xi. Let US construct Ti =& x l l l xJ;,,, where the 
functions Jj are the morphisms from (X u {a})* onto (X u {a})* defined by 
Xi l Jj= Wij, xk l Aj =xk when kfi, 
a l Jj= a, (T= Tp Tp 9 l 0 T,. 
Since the set of polynomial .s of rational functions is closed under composition, the 
substitution c remains in this set. Cl 
I want to thank I’vlichel Latteux for his many helpful comments. 
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